
1. Grinding Stone (Metate´) 
What did native people use the grinding stone 
for and how did they use it?

_______________________________________

_______________________________________

to the Pioneer Room
Cabbage Shredder 
Look at the photo above and note the boy using 
the cabbage shredder. How is its use similar to  

    the way that native peoples used the metate´?

       _______________________________________   

    _______________________________________
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2. Survival on the Northern Plains 
What foods did native people eat?

_______________________________________

_______________________________________

_______________________________________

_______________________________________
  

to the Transportation Room

Early Travelers: Moving with Purpose 

List 5 reasons that native people traveled.

    _______________________________________ 

        _______________________________________   

      _______________________________________
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3. Nature’s General Store  
Name four parts of the buffalo and how native 
people used them.

_______________________________________

_______________________________________

_______________________________________

_______________________________________

to the Upper Landing
Bison 
Looking at the size of the bison, how many 
buffalo hides do you think it would take to cover  

  the 8-foot diameter tipi in the Native Cultures  
    Room? ________   

    How many hides would be needed to cover a
    20-foot tipi? ________
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   Having fun? More clues on the flip side             
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from the Native Cultures Room

 uest:                  History                 Look for Links!
Deepen your experience at the Yellowstone Gateway Museum by finding links and answering 
questions that connect museum exhibit panels and artifacts. 
1. Look for the panel or artifact in the room on the left half of the sheet. Read and 
answer all of the questions for one area before moving down to the next. Begin in the 
Native Cultures Room on the top floor of the museum.
2. Investigate links in each room, moving down the left side but also looking back for 
links and questions that you can answer as you go along.
3. Now just ask: we have another sheet of seasonal links for you when outdoor exhibits are open.
4. Keep sleuthing until you find all of the links. 
5. Step on up to the front desk and present your finished paper for a well-deserved reward.



3. Flying High: Livingston 
How were sheep important to the early-day 
airport?     

_______________________________________ 

to the Pioneer Room
Do Little Lambs Eat Ivy?   
How many Harvat sheep once grazed in Park     
 County?__________

1. Early Travelers: Technology 
Could the people have used horses to carry 
Yellowstone obsidian to Ohio? Why or why not? 

_______________________________________

_______________________________________ 

to the Upper Landing
Ohio Hopewell Mounds 
How old were the ceremonial objects found in the 
mounds? __________ 

     How might have people have transported 
    Yellowstone obsidian to Ohio? 

   _______________________________________

2. Wintering in Fur Country   
Why did Jim Bridger and Joe Meek move their 
winter camp in this area?

_______________________________________

to the Transportation Room
Wandering Fur Trapper 
How did fur trappers travel?

 _______________________________________

2. Corps of Discovery: An Important Map 

Why were the maps that Clark sketched in his    
journal important and who did they help?

_______________________________________

_______________________________________  

to the Expedition Room
Replica of Clark’s enlarged map (right)  
Decipher Clark’s handwriting, jot down 2 phrases.

 _______________________________________ 

    _______________________________________
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1. Civil War Veterans    
What was the name of the man who built the 
railroad bed in Yankee Jim Canyon in 1883?

_______________________________________
What were his other occupations?

_______________________________________

to the Transportation Room
Tracks to Wonderland 
Name two characters who made it difficult for 
the railroad to reach Yellowstone.

    _______________________________________

    _______________________________________
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1. Captain Clark Arrives at Livingston 
Where does Clark’s route (red dots) on the map 
not follow the interstate highway (purple line) 
between Bozeman and east of Livingston?

_______________________________________

to the Transportation Room
Corps of Discovery: Traveling Through   
Did Clark and his men follow the Rochejhone 
(Yellowstone River) to its source? ______  

      Did they see the volcanoes of today’s Yellowstone      
               National Park?  ______
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  Congrats! See Step 5 on the flip side for your reward.



2. Rail Riders to the Park    
Name three Presidents who rode the train when 
they traveled to visit Yellowstone National Park:

_______________________________________

_______________________________________

_______________________________________

How did visitors travel once inside the park? 

_______________________________________

              

to the Back Yard
Stagecoach 
How many passengers do you think could ride 
comfortably in a stagecoach? (Do not get into      

    the stagecoach!)  __________ 

    What are some inconveniences or dangers that  
    they might have faced?

    _______________________________________

    _______________________________________   

    _______________________________________

 

1. A Model Caboose      
Why did Russell Green build the model? 

How many hours did he spend building it?

_______________________________________

_______________________________________

_______________________________________                   

 to the Front Yard
Caboose on the lawn
Imagine working as a brakeman and living in a
caboose. List two advantages and two disadvant-   

  ages to this work situation.

    _______________________________________

    _______________________________________

    _______________________________________      

      _______________________________________
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3. The Yellowstone Trail    
Why did the trail disappear? And can you still 
experience parts of it in Park County today?

_______________________________________

_______________________________________

_______________________________________                

to the Front Yard
Yellowstone Trail sign and rock 
How many pounds does the Yellowstone Trail  
rock weigh? One ton = 2,000 lbs.

    ______________
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1. Fire Exhibit     
Read stories about firefighters and fires; 
share one here:

_______________________________________

_______________________________________

_______________________________________ 

   to the Back Yard
Fire Trucks 
Find the panel that tells the story of the   
American LaFrance fire truck. How did it help       

               Livingston fire fighters?

    _______________________________________

    _______________________________________

Back Yard Exhibits
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